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From Minnesota to Moscow — how to grow fresh figs in cold climatesGrowing Figs in Cold

Climates is a complete, full-color, illustrated guide to organic methods for growing delicious figs

in cold climates, well outside the traditional hot, arid home of this ancient fruiting tree.

Coverage includes:Five methods for growing figs in cold climates including

overwinteringCultivar selection for cool and cold climatesPruning techniques for a variety of

methods of growing figs in cold climatesPest problems and solutionsHarvesting, including ways

to speed ripening, identify ripe fruit, and manage an overabundanceSmall-scale commercial fig

production in cold climates.Fresh figs are juicy, full-bodied, and filled with a honey-sweet flavor,

and because truly ripe figs are highly perishable, they are only available to those who grow

their own.By choosing the right cultivars and techniques, figs can be grown across cool and

cold growing zones of North America, Europe, and beyond, putting them within reach of almost

every gardener. Easy and delicious — if you can grow a houseplant, you can grow a fig.

"Growing Figs in Cold Climates is a welcome addition to our library from Lee Reich, our fruit

guru. We have grown this delicious fruit on Maine's chilly coast, but Lee shows us how to do it

even better."—Barbara Damrosch and Eliot Coleman, farmers, Four Season Farm,

authors"How far insightful horticultural knowledge can take us! Lee Reich has just talked me

into trying to grow figs. Plant wisdom thrives in Growing Figs in Cold Climates. Clear

instruction, backed with appropriate choice of methods for one's location, opens the doors on

fig potential. Truly, to eat a fresh fig is to dine with the gods."—Michael Phillips, Holistic Orchard

Network, author,The Apple Grower and The Holistic Orchard"All gardeners need to take a look

at Growing Figs in Cold Climates by Lee Reich. There is so much information applicable to

growing any fruit that even if you don't want to grow figs, you won't regret the read. Here is an

example of the perfect "how-to" gardening book. It is clearly written, with so many beautiful

photos and expertly drawn illustrations, it could be a coffee table book and not just the next

have-to-have gardening book. By all means, add Growing Figs in Cold Climates to the Lee

Reich shelf in your bookcase. If you don't have such a collection get on it, ASAP!"—Jeff

Lowenfels, Lord of the Roots, author,DIY Autoflowering Cannabis"For those who like to push

the standard boundaries of suggested growing zones, Lee Reich's tribute to the mighty fig is a

monumental and easily digestible resource. From pruning to pests to pairings, Reich's open

love letter to the fig is full of insider tips on how to bring the familiar taste of the Mediterranean

closer to home. Warning: There may be a Brown Turkey or Italian Honey in your hoop house

future!"—Jules Torti, editor-in-chief, Harrowsmith magazine, author,Trail Mix: 920km on the

Camino de Santiago"Happily for fruit lovers, expert grower Lee Reich has turned his attention

to figs. This latest volume offers multiple methods for producing a bountiful fig harvest in frigid

climes, even without a greenhouse. You'll learn how to grow the luscious fruit in containers or in

the ground, how to prune judiciously, choose the right cultivar, and much more. This detailed

guide is yet another of Reich's indispensable additions to the gardener's bookshelf. Be sure to

add it to your own library."—Rebecca Martin, Mother Earth News magazine"Finally, a complete

book about Growing Figs in Cold Climates. Lee Reich is a master at growing food, especially

fruits, and his extensive personal knowledge about figs comes through clearly in his writings.

This book covers every aspect and even shows you how to grow figs in five different ways to

meet every gardener's needs. I've been following Lee's work for some time and trust what he



says. He has a rare knack for combining science and practicality to come up with a simple way

to garden. Follow his advice for growing figs and you are guaranteed success."—Robert Pavlis,

author, Garden Myths, Building Natural Ponds, and Soil Science for Gardeners, owner, Aspen

Grove Gardens"For a cold climate grower like me who does not yet grow figs. Lee Reich has

made it seem easy and given me a fig growing goal. Some of his five techniques to grow figs

way outside their usual growing areas would apply to other fruit as well, expanding the list of

fruit to grow in your backyard or homestead. Plus the techniques open up vast areas of the

planet to growing fresh figs. Finally Lee's FIGurative puns put a jovial touch to the text."—

Stefan Sobkowiak, The Permaculture Orchard YouTube Channel"Lee Reich has written the

definitive fig book! If you want to experience the bliss of eating a perfectly ripe fig fresh from

your own tree—a delight that has to be experienced to be believed—this book will show you

how. If you thought your climate was too cold for figs, his clear and well-illustrated instructions

on different methods for overwintering fig trees will change your mind. With detailed information

on the biology of these unique trees and on the types of figs, along with clear instructions on

how to prune them, there is plenty here for novice and experienced fig growers alike."—Linda

Gilkeson, author, Backyard Bounty--This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"Growing

Figs in Cold Climates is a welcome addition to our library from Lee Reich, our fruit guru. We

have grown this delicious fruit on Maine's chilly coast, but Lee shows us how to do it even

better." �Barbara Damrosch and Eliot Coleman, farmers, Four Season Farm, authors"How far

insightful horticultural knowledge can take us! Lee Reich has just talked me into trying to grow

figs. Plant wisdom thrives in Growing Figs in Cold Climates. Clear instruction, backed with

appropriate choice of methods for one's location, opens the doors on fig potential. Truly, to eat

a fresh fig is to dine with the gods." �Michael Phillips, Holistic Orchard Network, author,The

Apple Grower and The Holistic Orchard"All gardeners need to take a look at Growing Figs in

Cold Climates by Lee Reich. There is so much information applicable to growing any fruit that

even if you don't want to grow figs, you won't regret the read. Here is an example of the perfect

"how-to" gardening book. It is clearly written, with so many beautiful photos and expertly drawn

illustrations, it could be a coffee table book and not just the next have-to-have gardening book.

By all means, add Growing Figs in Cold Climates to the Lee Reich shelf in your bookcase. If

you don't have such a collection get on it, ASAP!" �Jeff Lowenfels, Lord of the Roots, author,DIY

Autoflowering Cannabis"For those who like to push the standard boundaries of suggested

growing zones, Lee Reich's tribute to the mighty fig is a monumental and easily digestible

resource. From pruning to pests to pairings, Reich's open love letter to the fig is full of insider

tips on how to bring the familiar taste of the Mediterranean closer to home. Warning: There

may be a Brown Turkey or Italian Honey in your hoop house future!" �Jules Torti, editor-in-chief,

Harrowsmith magazine, author,Trail Mix: 920km on the Camino de Santiago"Happily for fruit

lovers, expert grower Lee Reich has turned his attention to figs. This latest volume offers

multiple methods for producing a bountiful fig harvest in frigid climes, even without a

greenhouse. You'll learn how to grow the luscious fruit in containers or in the ground, how to

prune judiciously, choose the right cultivar, and much more. This detailed guide is yet another

of Reich's indispensable additions to the gardener's bookshelf. Be sure to add it to your own

library." �Rebecca Martin, Mother Earth News magazine"Finally, a complete book about Growing

Figs in Cold Climates. Lee Reich is a master at growing food, especially fruits, and his

extensive personal knowledge about figs comes through clearly in his writings. This book

covers every aspect and even shows you how to grow figs in five different ways to meet every

gardener's needs. I've been following Lee's work for some time and trust what he says. He has

a rare knack for combining science and practicality to come up with a simple way to garden.



Follow his advice for growing figs and you are guaranteed success." �Robert Pavlis, author,

Garden Myths, Building Natural Ponds, and Soil Science for Gardeners, owner, Aspen Grove

Gardens"For a cold climate grower like me who does not yet grow figs. Lee Reich has made it

seem easy and given me a fig growing goal. Some of his five techniques to grow figs way

outside their usual growing areas would apply to other fruit as well, expanding the list of fruit to

grow in your backyard or homestead. Plus the techniques open up vast areas of the planet to

growing fresh figs. Finally Lee's FIGurative puns put a jovial touch to the text." �Stefan

Sobkowiak, The Permaculture Orchard YouTube Channel"Lee Reich has written the definitive

fig book! If you want to experience the bliss of eating a perfectly ripe fig fresh from your own

tree �a delight that has to be experienced to be believed �this book will show you how. If you

thought your climate was too cold for figs, his clear and well-illustrated instructions on different

methods for overwintering fig trees will change your mind. With detailed information on the

biology of these unique trees and on the types of figs, along with clear instructions on how to

prune them, there is plenty here for novice and experienced fig growers alike." �Linda Gilkeson,

author, Backyard Bounty--This text refers to the paperback edition.Book DescriptionFrom

Minnesota to Moscow — how to grow fresh figs in cold climates--This text refers to the

paperback edition.From the Back CoverFrom Minnesota to Moscow  � how to grow fresh figs in

cold climatesA welcome addition to our library from Lee Reich, our fruit guru. We have grown

this delicious fruit on Maine's chilly coast, but Lee shows us how to do it even better. �

BARBARA DAMROSCH and ELIOT COLEMAN, farmers, Four Season Farm, authorsLee

Reich has just talked me into trying to grow figs! � MICHAEL PHILLIPS, author, The Apple

Grower and The Holistic OrchardThis detailed guide is yet another of Reich's indispensable

additionsto the gardener's bookshelf. � REBECCA MARTIN, Mother Earth News

magazineGrowing Figs in Cold Climates is a complete, full-color, illustrated guide to organic

methods for growing delicious figs in cold climates, well outside the traditional hot, arid home of

this ancient fruiting tree. Coverage includes:Five methods for growing figs in cold climates

including overwinteringCultivar selection for cool and cold climatesPruning techniques for a

variety of methodsPest problems and solutionsHarvesting, including ways to speed ripening,

identify ripe fruit, and manage an overabundanceNew directions and the potential of small-

scale commercial fig production in cold climates.Fresh figs are juicy, full-bodied, and filled with

a honey-sweet flavor, and because truly ripe figs are highly perishable, they are only available

to those who grow their own.By choosing the right cultivars and techniques, figs can be grown

across cool and cold growing zones of North America, Europe, and beyond, putting them

within reach of almost every gardener. Easy and delicious  � if you can grow a houseplant, you

can grow a fig.Lee Reich's tribute to the mighty fig is a monumental and easily digestible

resource. � JULES TORTI, editor-in-chief, Harrowsmith magazineReich has written the definitive

fig book! � LINDA GILKESON, author, Backyard BountyLee Reich has a PhD in Horticulture from

the University of Maryland, an MS in Soil Science, and a BA in Chemistry from the University

of Wisconsin. A syndicated gardening columnist, Lee is the author of The Ever Curious

Gardener and numerous other books. He blogs from his "farmden" in New Paltz, NY.--This text

refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorLee Reich, has a PhD in Horticulture from the

University of Maryland and an MS in Soil Science and a BA in Chemistry from the University of

Wisconsin. A syndicated gardening columnist, Lee is the author of The Ever Curious

Gardener and numerous other books. He blogs from his "farmden" in New Paltz, NY.--This text

refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Praise forGrowing Figs in Cold ClimatesGrowing Figs in Cold Climates is a welcome addition

to our library from Lee Reich, our fruit guru. We have grown this delicious fruit on Maine’s chilly

coast, but Lee shows us how to do it even better.—Barbara Damrosch and Eliot Coleman,

farmers,Four Season Farm, authorsHow far insightful horticultural knowledge can take us! Lee

Reich has just talked me into trying to grow figs. Plant wisdom thrives in Growing Figs in Cold

Climates. Clear instruction, backed with appropriate choice of methods for one’s location,

opens the doors on fig potential. Truly, to eat a fresh fig is to dine with the gods.—Michael

Phillips, Holistic Orchard Network, author,The Apple Grower and The Holistic OrchardAll

gardeners need to take a look at Growing Figs in Cold Climates by Lee Reich. There is so

much information applicable to growing any fruit that even if you don’t want to grow figs, you

won’t regret the read. Here is an example of the perfect “how-to” gardening book. It is clearly

written, with so many beautiful photos and expertly drawn illustrations, it could be a coffee table

book and not just the next have-to-have gardening book. By all means, add Growing Figs in

Cold Climates to the Lee Reich shelf in your bookcase. If you don’t have such a collection get

on it, ASAP!—Jeff Lowenfels, Lord of the Roots, author,DIY Autoflowering CannabisFor those

who like to push the standard boundaries of suggested growing zones, Lee Reich’s tribute to

the mighty fig is a monumental and easily digestible resource. From pruning to pests to

pairings, Reich’s open love letter to the fig is full of insider tips on how to bring the familiar taste

of the Mediterranean closer to home. Warning: There may be a Brown Turkey or Italian Honey

in your hoop house future!—Jules Torti, editor-in-chief, Harrowsmith magazine, author,Trail Mix:

920km on the Camino de SantiagoHappily for fruit lovers, expert grower Lee Reich has turned

his attention to figs. This latest volume offers multiple methods for producing a bountiful fig

harvest in frigid climes, even without a greenhouse. You’ll learn how to grow the luscious fruit in

containers or in the ground, how to prune judiciously, choose the right cultivar, and much more.

This detailed guide is yet another of Reich’s indispensable additions to the gardener’s

bookshelf. Be sure to add it to your own library.—Rebecca Martin, Mother Earth News

magazineFinally, a complete book about Growing Figs in Cold Climates. Lee Reich is a master

at growing food, especially fruits, and his extensive personal knowledge about figs comes

through clearly in his writings. This book covers every aspect and even shows you how to grow

figs in five different ways to meet every gardener’s needs. I’ve been following Lee’s work for

some time and trust what he says. He has a rare knack for combining science and practicality

to come up with a simple way to garden. Follow his advice for growing figs and you are

guaranteed success.—Robert Pavlis, author, Garden Myths, Building Natural Ponds, andSoil

Science for Gardeners, owner, Aspen Grove GardensFor a cold climate grower like me who

does not yet grow figs. Lee Reich has made it seem easy and given me a fig growing goal.

Some of his five techniques to grow figs way outside their usual growing areas would apply to

other fruit as well, expanding the list of fruit to grow in your backyard or homestead. Plus the

techniques open up vast areas of the planet to growing fresh figs. Finally Lee’s FIGurative puns

put a jovial touch to the text.—Stefan Sobkowiak, The Permaculture Orchard YouTube

ChannelLee Reich has written the definitive fig book! If you want to experience the bliss of

eating a perfectly ripe fig fresh from your own tree—a delight that has to be experienced to be

believed—this book will show you how. If you thought your climate was too cold for figs, his

clear and well-illustrated instructions on different methods for overwintering fig trees will

change your mind. With detailed information on the biology of these unique trees and on the

types of figs, along with clear instructions on how to prune them, there is plenty here for novice



and experienced fig growers alike.—Linda Gilkeson, author, Backyard BountyGrowing Figs in

Cold ClimatesA COMPLETE GUIDELEE REICHCopyright © 2021 by Lee ReichAll rights

reserved.Cover design by Diane McIntosh.All photos taken by author unless otherwise

noted.Printed in Canada. First printing September, 2021.This book is intended to be

educational and informative. It is not intended to serve as a guide. The author and publisher

disclaim all responsibility for any liability, loss or risk that may be associated with the

application of any of the contents of this book.Inquiries regarding requests to reprint all or part

of Growing Figs in Cold Climates should be addressed to New Society Publishers at the

address below. To order directly from the publishers, please call toll-free (North America)

1-800-567-6772, or order online atAny other inquiries can be directed by mail to:New Society

PublishersP.O. Box 189, Gabriola Island, BCV0R 1X0, Canada(250) 247-9737LIBRARY AND

ARCHIVES CANADA CATALOGUING IN PUBLICATIONTitle: Growing figs in cold climates: a

complete guide / Lee Reich.Names: Reich, Lee, author.Description: Includes index.Identifiers:

Canadiana (print) 20210264950 | Canadiana (ebook)(EPUB)Subjects: LCSH: Fig. | LCSH: Fig

—Effect of cold on.Classification: LCC SB365 .R45 2021 | DDC 634/.37—dc23New Society

Publishers’ mission is to publish books that contribute in fundamental ways to building an

ecologically sustainable and just society, and to do so with the least possible impact on the

environment, in a manner that models this vision.MmmmmmmTABLE OF

CONTENTSINTRODUCTION:Native home and reasons for widespread appealCHAPTER

1:Why you can grow figs even in cold climatesFruit bearing habitThe fig treeCHAPTER

2:Pruning: very important!CHAPTER 3:Five methods for growing figs in cold climatesBut first:

How to care for the soil and nourish your figsMethod #1: Grow in a containerMethod #2: Plant

in ground each spring, dig up each fallMethod #3: Swaddle stemsMethod #4: Lay down or bury

stemsMethod #5: In ground, in cool or unheated greenhouse or hoop houseCHAPTER 4:What

kind of cold do you have?CHAPTER 5:Some varieties for cold climates?CHAPTER 6:Matching

methods and varieties to kinds of cold climatesCHAPTER 7:PestsCHAPTER 8:Harvest &

preservationCHAPTER 9:Future directionsFURTHER INFORMATIONINDEXABOUT THE

AUTHORA NOTE ABOUT THE PUBLISHERSan Piero fig, breba cropINTRODUCTIONWHAT

IS IT ABOUT FIG TREES that makes so many people want to grow them? And that includes

many people who you’d imagine wouldn’t think of growing figs because they garden where

winters seem to be too cold and summers seem not hot enough for this exotic fruit. I happen to

be one of those people. Fig was the first fruit I planted many years ago when I began

gardening. I was living in Madison, Wisconsin, where winter temperatures regularly plummeted

to minus 25 degrees Fahrenheit! (-32°C!)Perhaps the widespread appeal of figs speaks to our

geographic and cultural roots. The plant originated in the searing heat and arid climate of the

Middle East, one of the cradles of civilization. It was first cultivated in southern Arabia, possibly

in Neolithic times. King Urukagina of Mesopotamia was a fan.The Bible offers further

“evidence” of fig’s widespread appeal. Fig has often been used to portray the Tree of

Knowledge. It was the first clothing for Adam and Eve: “And the eyes of them both were

opened, and they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together, and made

themselves aprons.”Adam and Eve, Titian (ca. 1550)Fig is the most mentioned fruit in the Bible.

It’s also one of the two sacred fruits of Islam and figures prominently, as well, in Greek

mythology.This fruit’s appeal also speaks to our more recent roots. Throughout the world, fig

trees grace the yards of first, second, even third generation Italians, Greeks, Lebanese, and

others of Mediterranean descent.Primitive and ethnic roots aside, eyes light up pretty much

everywhere when the prospect of being able to grow and harvest fresh figs is presented. It’s

the flavor! And the texture! (Or as food scientists like to say, its “organoleptic” quality, a 50-cent



word melding together a food’s flavor, texture, and anything else that contributes to its

enjoyment.) A fresh fig is a totally different gustatory experience from a dried fig. Fresh, the

fruit is soft and juicy, with a honey sweet, rich flavor. Each variety, of which there are many,

differs slightly in their organoleptic profile.If you already grow figs, this book will help you grow

better or more figs, or be able to manage them more easily. If you haven’t yet experienced the

rewards of growing figs, you have a treat in store for you. Read on, and learn how to grow figs

in cold climates.1WHY YOU CAN GROW FIGS IN COLD CLIMATESTO IMAGINE THE

CONDITIONS under which a fig tree really thrives, picture an Arabian courtyard in summer.

There stands a fig tree, basking in abundant, hot sunshine. Hmm… I wrote, above, that figs

can be grown in cold climates. What’s up?Heat and sun are what a fig thrives on in summer.

Winter is another story. Many cold areas of the world—interior North America and eastern

Europe, for example—host a continental climate, cold in winter but usually hot and sunny in

summer. The hottest and most humid weather I ever experienced was in Wisconsin, even

though that extreme lasted only a few weeks.The Wisconsin climate is just one kind of cold

climate. There are others, which I’ll get to later on, at least in so far as those climates relate to

growing figs.Here’s a summary of the reasons you can grow figs in your cold climate:•Fig is a

subtropical plant that tolerates temperatures well below freezing.•The plant enjoys a winter

rest.•The plant is leafless during that winter rest.•Pollination is unnecessary.•Fig has a unique

fruit-bearing habit.•And, fig plants tolerate abuse.Let me elaborate.Fig is a very adaptable

plant, and can be grown well beyond its original home for a number of reasons. For starters, it’s

not a tropical plant. It’s a subtropical plant, tolerating subfreezing temperatures—typically down

into the low ’teens (about -10°C, USDA Cold Hardiness Zone 8), more or less depending on

the particular variety. A fig tree actually enjoys a winter rest at cold temperatures. And it does

so in the nude, leafless in winter, so light is unnecessary during that period. As such, it can be

buried or packed away in dark storage for winter, another trait that makes it easier for us cold

climate growers to grow figs. No need for a warm greenhouse. Or any greenhouse.Most fruit

plants need pollination to set fruit. In some cases, self-pollination suffices; in others cross-

pollination is necessary, with pollen supplied by a different clone or variety of the same kind of

fruit. Not to worry when growing figs; most varieties of this ever-adaptable plant don’t need any

pollination (neither self- nor cross-pollination) at all to bear fruit!Botanically, a “fig fruit” is a

synconium, which is essentially inside-out stem tissue with flowers lining its insides.

(Botanically, the actual fig fruits are all the little, round drupelets on the inside of what we

usually call the “fig fruit.”)Far from the shores of the Middle East, what we usually grow are

varieties of “Common” type figs. Common type fig varieties, true to their name, are the

category to which most fig varieties belong, and they bear fruits without pollination.Diagram of

fig “fruit”Beyond the fig’s natural habitat we might also grow one of the relatively few “San

Pedro” type fig varieties, which bear a breba, or early, crop without pollination, but usually need

pollination for the later, main crop. (These two crops will be explained shortly.) The important

point for us cold-climate fig growers, is that pollination is unnecessary.
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loretta willard, “Well-written text. This is a well-written text that covers the identification of fig

trees, their cultivation and in what agriculture zones where they can be successfully grown. For

anyone thinking about growing or adding figs to a food forest this is a great book to help you

have a good start. I have been growing fig trees now in large containers with some success for

about 6 years. What I learned from this book has allowed me to know how to prune for best

productivity as well as what can be done to keep the trees growing strong and healthy, how to

manage pests and what can be done for thermal protections with best results. There are no

recipes in this book. My favorite book for fig preserving recipes is Mes Confitures by Christine

Ferber which is available from Amazon.”

Christoph Geiss, “great advice on growing figs. So far I failed to kill two fig trees, but this year

was the first time I actually harvested some figs. This book is full of advice on how to grow figs

in colder climates and helped me understand my trees much better. I made some changes -

next year will tell whether they were any good.”

Yardley, “Good primer for colder climates or growing zones. I'm a newbie.to griwing figs. This

book was recommended to me by someone quite experienced in growing a number of variety

of figs in growing zone 6.5. It covers many colder climate issues and topics. It's not a

disappointment.”

Barbara M. Taylor-laino, “A solid and complete fig manual for cold areas. I found this to be a

thorough manual for growing figs in cold climates and I appreciated the various options that

were explored, such as greenhouse vs outside, etc.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Lots of practical information. Book was short but packed with practical

information for growing in my climate”

Mario J Cammarata, “easy read with great pictures. This book was excellent. It was easy to

understand whether you were a new fig grower or an established one like myself who has

grown figs for 33 years. I learned so many little tips and ideas that it made me realize how

much I did not know. Can't wait for summer to come.”



Angie Boyter, “A comprehensive guide to growing fig trees for many kinds of gardeners. I live in

Maryland and have a fig tree grown from a cutting from my dad’s fig tree that he grew from a

cutting from his mother’s fig tree that she grew from a cutting that she brought with her when

she immigrated from Sicily. Naturally I REALLY want to continue the DiCarlo fig line and grow a

few more trees, but Maryland is not Sicily, even after global warming, so I was delighted to see

this book.I was more than halfway through the book before I discovered that Maryland is not a

“cold climate” by the author’s definition, since we are in Cold Hardiness zones 7-8 (The book

tells you how to find your zone.). If I had realized that from the outset I might not have read the

book, and it would have been my loss, because I found everything I needed to propagate more

fig trees, even in an area a bit warmer than upstate New York.Although it is short, Growing Figs

in Cold Climates covers just about every topic a hopeful fig grower might want, such as

preparing the soil, overwintering, pruning, using cuttings, and harvesting the fruit. It describes

five different methods: 1. Grow in a container, 2. Plant in spring, dig up each fall, 3. “Swaddle”

stems, 4. Lay down or bury stems, and 5. Grow in ground in a protected environment like a

greenhouse. There is also related useful advice, like how to hasten ripening, or how to use

leaf shape to identify what variety of fig you have.Some of the methods are daunting for the

ordinary homeowner, like storing the fig plant over the winter in a refrigerator or making your

own potting soil, but there are also approaches that even novices like me can understand and

use.The focus of this book is, quite properly, to provide information. However, that information

is supplemented by lovely photos and an occasional bit of related trivia, like how figs helped

Leonardo da Vinci with his painting or the author’s favorite way to eat fresh figs, which I am

eager to try! It was an enjoyable read overall.In sum, Growing Figs in a Cold Climate is

informative, short, attractive, and even entertaining. I think it will have what you need to grow

your own figs, even if, like me, you are not in a cold climate.I received an Advance Review

Copy of this book from Edelweiss and the publisher.”

Zdan73, “About growing figs. This book is about growing fig trees in colder climate areas (n.b.

the writer is a Canadian) and not intended if you are living in a warmer climate zone. This said,

the book provides interesting insights and ideas on most adapted fig varieties, how to fertilize,

how to prune, solutions for protecting your fig trees in the winter, etc.Excellent book!”
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